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Welcome to City Showcase: London 2012
Welcome one and 
all to this TW:Guide 
to City Showcase: 
London 2012, 
discovering new 
talent and backing  
the best. 

City Showcase
For the uninitiated, City 
Showcase is a not-for-profit 
organisation that provides a year 
round platform for new artists, 
helping them to develop their 

careers through masterclasses, 
networking sessions and 
performance opportunities. All 
this activity comes together 
on the City Showcase website, 
where young creatives can sign 
up to get the latest information 
about City Showcase initiatives 
and opportunities, and priority 
and discounted access to City 
Showcase workshops, gigs and 
events. 

London 2012: Gigs
City Showcase’s biggest event each 
year is its Central London festival, 
which takes place in stores and 
venues across the West End and 
beyond. City Showcase: London 
2012 presents an unrivalled 
programme of new music talent, 
performing live at numerous 
daytime and evening sessions 
and showcases, and giving music 
fans access to tomorrow’s top 
acts today. Over the last ten years 
City Showcase has given a string 
of today’s best known artists 
their earliest platforms, including 
Keane, Newton Faulkner, Ray 
LaMontagne, Razorlight, Scouting 
For Girls and Seth Lakeman. And 
once again this year, we reckon 

there are some real future stars in 
our programme. 

London 2012: 
Workshops
Running alongside the live music, 
City Showcase also presents a 
packed programme of workshops, 
debates and interviews aimed at 
up and coming artists, producers 
and songwriters, grass-roots 
managers, promoters and label 
owners, and anyone who aspires to 
work in music. Bringing together 
leading professionals from across 
the wider music industry, these 
workshops will provide insights, 
ideas and practical advice for 
anyone getting started in music, 
or active in the grass roots music 
community. 

In the heart of the city
City Showcase is unique in 
bringing great new artists from the 
fringes of the capital right into the 
centre of London’s West End. For 
five days the bars and boutiques, 
stores and streets in and around 
London’s Regent Street become 
unique showcase venues, while 
each evening we take over central 
London’s most exciting gig venues. 
Our workshops, meanwhile, take 
place in the Apple Store on Regent 
Street and Gibson Guitar Studio on 
Rathbone Street. For a guide to this 
year’s venues check page 12.

Tenth year
This year marks City Showcase’s 
ten year anniversary, meaning 
City Showcase has now been 
discovering new talent and 
backing the best for a decade. 
Whether you’re an artist looking 
for a platform, a member of the 
grass roots music community 
looking to learn, network and 
expand your horizons, or a music 
fan keen to discover the best new 
music first, City Showcase’s record 
over the last ten years proves that 
this is the place to be, find the 
future here today. 

So many great artists have 
played the festival over the 
years it’s hard to pick out a few 
favourites, but the team behind 
City Showcase have selected 
twenty who enjoyed considerable 
success after their appearances at 
the event in the last decade, and 
you can read about them all on 
page 13, and then listen to tracks 
from each of them via Spotify. 

Tickets & wristbands
Ticketing is simple at City 
Showcase. Admission to some 
events is free, while for most 
others tickets are £5.00 on the 
door (with just a handful of 
variations). Full ticketing info for 
each event is given on the official 
planner on pages 9 to 11.

However, if you want to do City 
Showcase properly, you need to 
get yourself a wristband. This 
means you have free access 
to every event in the core 
programme (check the planner 
for full details), plus additional 
discounts and offers at many of the 
stores hosting events (details of 
those on page 12). Getting yourself 
a wristband makes your City 
Showcase experience extra simple, 
not to mention saving you lots of 
money, because to celebrate this 

tenth anniversary year wristbands 
are free! Read on…

Get a free wristband!
To celebrate the tenth anniversary 
of City Showcase, wristbands have 
been available for free for this 
year’s event for those that register 
early online. Technically the free 
wristbands offer is over, however 
for readers of the TW:Guide there 
is an extra chance to get free 
access to all of this year’s core 
programme. If you sign up at www.
thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase 
before Monday 8 October, you can 
get a totally free wristband. So get 
online and sign up today! 

This TW:Guide
This is your free guide to City 
Showcase: London 2012, compiled 
by the team behind ThreeWeeks 
at the Edinburgh Festival and new 
culture website ThisWeekLondon.
com. The TW:Guide team have 
been chatting to artists performing 
this year, and to some of the 
music industry people who will 
be sharing their knowledge and 

expertise as part of the workshops 
programme – read on to find 
out what they had to say. Also 
inside this guide is your full City 
Showcase: London 2012 planner, 
plus tips, interviews, offers and a 
playlist of music from former City 
Showcase bands. Enjoy!
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City Showcase is, as always,  extremely grateful to 
so many people who have made this year happen.  
Being not for profit means that you are dependent 
on a great deal of goodwill and this year, as always, 
we have been so lucky.  Massive thanks to all of you 
who have helped us, in particular:  to Caffy St Luce 
and Josh Lloyd who have been incredible and had 
their heads down for months; to our “core” team 
of Josh, Robyn Wallace, Thierry Schlicklin, Maria 
Antoniadou without whom we really wouldn’t 
have managed (how have they kept smiling?); to 
more recent arrivals: Jake Cooperman, Robbie 
Clarke, Guilia Sarti, Mima Pimentel, Cristy Butcher, 
Sarah Adekoya, Oliver Kadel, Liv Kaminiorz all 
of whom have played an important part and 
generally shown such generosity of spirit; and to 
Lucy Stephenson for six years of dedication!  Our 
PR has been by Alchemy Lifestyle and if you are 
looking for a good PR look no further.

TW:GUIDES
Editorial-rich guides to selected festivals and 
cultural events. For more information email 
twguides@unlimitedmedia.co.uk

Publishers: Chris Cooke, Caro Moses

Produced and published on behalf of City 
Showcase by UnLimited Creative, 
a division of UnLimited Media,  
Fl 2 Unicorn House, 221 Shoreditch High St,  
London E1 6PJ | 020 7099 9050

Printed by Mortons Print Ltd

thisweekguides.com  |  unlimitedmedia.co.uk
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STARTPOINT

City Showcase 
teams up with 
Music2Text - 
access tracks 
from London 
2012 bands  
via your  
phone

 
Music2Text is a new HTML5-
based mobile music store, 
accessible in the browser 
on any smartphone, which 
enables fans to buy music from 
the artists they love on the 
move via text, paying via their 
phone bill.  

This enables artists to sell their music 
direct to fans, anytime anywhere via 
mobile, a particularly useful tool when 
performing live, because it means 
that fans can buy recordings of the 
songs they are enjoying at a gig there 
and then via their Android or iPhone. 
For the fan, there are no set-up or 
subscription fees, they just get the 
unique code for the tracks they like, 
text it to Music2Text, and get access to 
the songs they want. 

For the artist, getting music onto 
Music2Text is simple, and once 
uploaded the system automatically 
generates a mobile music store for 
each act, and the unique codes that 
fans use to download tracks. Artists 
can then promote the codes on stage, 
or via their own publicity, websites or 
social media, making it easier than ever 
for fans to buy the music they love. 

Music2Text has teamed up with City 
Showcase so that the festival will 
appear as a ‘label’ on the mobile music 
platform, allowing artists to promote 
and sell their music to festival-goers 
via their smart-phones at the event. For 
more information about Music2Text 
check www.music2text.com, and 
for details of the City Showcase 
acts whose music is available via 
the service, keep an eye on www.
cityshowcase.co.uk. 

Meanwhile, if you want to meet the 
man behind Music2Text, the service’s 
founder Denver Thomas will be taking 
part in the City Showcase debate ‘No 
Product Sales, No Live Audiences 
- what next?’ at the Apple Store on 
Friday 12 Oct.

Ten years in focus: City Showcase 
photography on display as multi-media hub 
and exhibition spaces are added to the festival 

City Showcase and BandWagon present an interactive exhibition while you eat 
Also keeping things visual at City 
Showcase this year will be a totally 
unique installation at inamo St James 
on Lower Regent Street. inamo 
St James boasts the world’s first 
interactive tables, where overhead 
project technology lets diners order 
food in a unique way, while choosing 
virtual tablecloths, viewing the chefs 
at work in the kitchen, and taking 

advantage of various useful services, 
such as taxi booking. 

City Showcase has teamed up with 
BandWagon (www.bandwagongigs.
com) to create an interactive 
exhibition of the best live music 
photos from shows around the UK. 
Artists and photographers from 
across the country are invited to send 
their images of them performing live 

to the BandWagon team, who will 
select the best for a virtual exhibition 
at www.cityshowcase.co.uk. A 
selection of those photos will then 
also be included in inamo’s interactive 
tables, enabling diners to re-live some 
inspiring live music moments while 
they eat. 

Any artists or photographers 
wanting to submit photos for 

consideration can still do so - they 
should email a link to their best 
photos  to maria@bandwagongigs.
com (please don’t send attachments!) 
with “City Showcase Photo” in the 
subject line. 

Keep an eye on www.cityshowcase.
co.uk for updates, and book a table at 
inamo (www.inamo-stjames.com) for 
the full experience.

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Although perhaps best known for 
discovering and backing new music talent, 
City Showcase also champions new talent 
in other creative disciplines, and that 
includes art and photography. Over the 
years a number of great photographers 
have documented the festival on film, and 
this year, for the tenth anniversary, some 
of them are returning to exhibit their work 
as part of City Showcase: London 2012, 
including at The Phoenix on Cavendish 
Square, which will become a multi-media 
hub during the festival this year.

City Showcase: London will host afternoon sessions 
at The Phoenix, a short walk from Oxford Circus and 
“the West End’s smashing little drinkerie, eaterie, 
laugherie & dancerie”, from Tue 9 to Friday 12 Oct 
from 1.30pm-5.30pm.  This space will become a 
music and multi-media meeting place, hosted in 
association with and organised by Naz Promotions / 
Rocklands, with a line-up of daily delights for movers 
n shakers plus impromptu sessions, networking and 
free wi-fi. Amongst the artists and photographers 
taking part are Liam J Hayter (liamjhayter.posterous.
com), Iain Reid (www.beanotownphotography.
com), Luke Weall (www.lukeweall.co.uk) and Rupert 
Hitchcox (www.ruperthitchcox.com), plus MTM.tv 
and Fearless Vampire Killers.

Liam is a freelance producer, editor and 
technician, and calls himself ‘Geek-In-Chief’ of 
his own venture Independent State. Iain says 
of his music photography “the power of lyrics 
within a song influence the images I see, so I 
hope my images can connect to those viewing 
them”. Luke, a graduate of Colchester School 
Of Art & Design, now works as an Art Director 
and Designer at Cold Harbour Recording Co. 
And Rupert has photographed various events 
for Apple, while a chance meeting with director 
Alex Suffit brought him the opportunity to 
photograph the video ‘Out of Control’ by Anita 
Maj. 

MTM.tv is a new music channel that aims 
to bring you the newest, hottest music talent 
from the UK, plsu “big names in a raw, uncut 
style”. Check them out at www.youtube.com/
MTMtelevision1. Meanwhile, Fearless Vampire 
Killers will be presenting something unique for 
City Showcase – you can find out more about the 
band at www.fearlessvampirekillers.co.uk

Elsewhere, City Showcase: London 2012 will also be 
displaying tenth anniversary photography at C’est 
Ici on Kingly Court and Tibits on Heddon Street. 
The aforementioned Luke and Iain will be among 
the photographers with work on display, as will be 
Ricardo Vargas (www.ricardovargas.net) and Hayley 
Madden (www.hayleymadden.com). 

Originally from Peru, Ricardo is passionate 

about both music and travel, and that has fed 
into his photography over the years. On his music 
photography work he says “I often try to capture 
the feeling of a band’s repertoire rather than their 
showiness when on stage”. 

Hayley has taken pictures for numerous music 
magazines, record labels and artists over the years, 
including NME, Rocksound, Q, Uncut and, she says, 
“lots more you’ve probably never heard of or are no 
longer in existence! Ditto various bands and record 
companies”. 

City Showcase photography 
by Hayley Madden (top) and 

Ricardo Vargas (bottom)
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Mirian Pimentel: “My 
name is Mirian and I’m 
from Brazil, but I’ve 
been living in London 

for more than two 
years now. I’m excited 

about all the events at City Showcase: 
London 2012, but I’m most looking 
forward to seeing Bev Lee Harling (Thu 
11 Oct Floridita), Louise Golbey (Sat 13 
Oct Tibits) and John King (Sat 13 Oct 
Brooks Brothers). All three acts are 
excellent and they offer a high quality 
of music to my ears!”

Josh Lloyd: “The gig 
I am most looking 
forward to at the City 
Showcase: London 

2012 is Jon Kenzie 
(Sat 13 Oct, Brasserie 

Zedel). The first time I 
encountered Jon’s incredible voice was 
not, in fact, in London, but when I was 
wandering the streets of Manchester 
with my girlfriend on a weekend away. 
His voice immediately hit like me like 
a speeding train; this was no ordinary 
busker. This guy had a unique style, 
a clear passion for music, and a voice 
that both soothed and haunted at the 
same time. Not only did his melody and 
guitar work go hand in hand, but his 
lyrics were not always what one would 
typically expect. Lyrics of real meaning, 
not just of love, but also about the lows 
and perks of modern living. The festival 
goers and the restaurant diners are 
going to be in for a real treat – and I for 
one and will definitely be attending to 
witness real, authentic musical talent 
in action!”

Sarah Adekoya: “The 
person I’m looking 
forward to seeing the 
most is Jazz Morley 

(Fri 12 Oct, The Apple 
Store); her voice is 

beautiful, soulful and elegant. Her track 
‘Disconnected’ is completely alluring 
and it makes me listen to it over and 
over again” 

Thierry Schlicklin: 
“What am I most 
looking forward to? 
Well, for me it’s not 

so much about one 
artist, but more about 

a full bill at Café 1001 on 9 and 10 Oct. 
This is going to be quality underground 
deep and sexy techno house; these DJs 
know their music, and will take us on a 
journey all the way: no cheese here and 

skilled mixing techniques. These guys 
are regular on the underground scene 
and will show you how it’s done! And 
it’s free to get in!”

Giulia Sarti: “I am 
looking forward to 
seeing Anna Pancaldi 
(Sat 13 Oct UGG 

Australia) because I 
love her voice and her 

style when she sings”.

Leon Haynes: “It’s great 
to be working with 
City Showcase on 
their 10th anniversary. 

I’m really excited 
about the Finding The 

Future debates on Fri 12 Oct 
at the Apple Store this year. The panel 
line-up for this event looks brilliant, 
and includes some major industry 
players. I think the best bit might be 
the Jobseekers Q&A. There will be 
loads of detailed insights into career 
opportunities in an industry that for 
so long has appeared to be very much 
an ‘insiders club’. All I’ve got to say is... 
‘City Showcase: Finding The Future, 
2012 to INFINITY... And beyoooond!’”

Robyn Wallace: “The 
two acts that I am 
most excited about 
seeing are Deane 

James (Sat 13 Oct, 
Reiss), because of his 

soothing vocals and heartfelt songs; 
and Fractures (Thu 11 Oct, The 100 
Club), because they are an incredible 
band who will make it big one day. 
They know how to rock your socks  
off!”

Maria Antoniadou: 
“The artists I am 
looking forward 
to seeing are, first, 

Morning Lane (Fri 12 
Oct, The Apple Store), a 

great band with great voices. The first 
time I saw them was at a previous City 
Showcase event, and I am so looking 
forward to see them again. Second 
Callum Rafferty (Sat 13 Oct, Amersham 
Arms). He is only 14 years old but 
is already very talented! Third Jazz 
Morley (Fri 12 Oct, The Apple Store), 
for a great jazzy, female voice. And 
finally Danny Shah (Wed 10 Oct, The 
100 Club) – fresh, great music, talented, 
confident. I have not seen him live yet, 
and that’s why I really want to see him 
soon!

Team Tips

Members of the City Showcase: London 2012 
team make some recommendations…

How did you start 
making music?

Tankus The Henge
“I was born near London in the back 
of a 1931 Model A Ford, and that same 
night was the Great Storm of 1987. 

My parents’ car was washed away 
and we escaped with our lives, a few 
belongings and an ancient pianola. 
After that, our lives settled down and I 
subsequently went to nursery school. 
The pianola was donated to the school 
and even though my classmates were 
forbidden from ‘making a god-awful 
racket’ on the instrument, I was 
allowed to play it”  

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Lilygreen and Maguire
“I (Lilygreen) started playing music 
when I was 15. I was a bit rubbish at 
sports so I took up the guitar in order 
to attract girls. Mags has been playing 
and writing since he was 12. He was 
in a pretty successful band called The 
Story So Far and toured a lot. After 
all that, we hooked up, hung out and 
played and wrote together for the past 
3 years. Good times, yo!”

Opening Night at The Bedford, 9 Oct, 
7.30pm-11.00pm, free.

The High Commissioners
“The band started playing music 
together in 2011. We were living in the 
same house, all playing in different 
bands that were either beginning to 
see the end or falling out of fashion 
with us, and decided to pool our 

similarities and dissimilarities in 
matters of taste and see how it worked 
out. It was the side project that 
became the project”

Kirk Originals, 13 Oct, 4.00pm-4.40pm, free. 

Louise Golbey
“I always performed while I was 
growing up, did a lot of theatre, 
dancing and singing. But always 
listened to hip hop and soul with my 
brother at home. I started writing 
when I was a teenager, coming up with 
ideas on the piano and little melody 
vocal hooks... and it just developed 

from there really”

Afternoon at Tibits, 13 Oct, 4.30pm-7.30pm, 
free.

Anna Pancaldi
“I started making music whilst I lived 
in Cape Town, South Africa; those are 
my first recollections of writing music. 
I was about 13 years old and had 
this teeny guitar which I would use 
to compose. Being a melodramatic 
young teenager, I thought I had the 
world on my shoulders and wanted to 
write music about it, so that inspired 
me to begin songwriting”

UGG Australia, 13 Oct, 3.00pm-4.00pm, free.

The Otherside
“We got into music because when 
you’re really little there’s nothing else 
to do. You can’t read yet, you can’t 
watch serious TV, but anyone can get 
into music. In terms of actually making 
music in a band and writing songs, for 

us that started at something called 
Felix’s School Of Rock. That’s also how 
we met up and started the band” 

Under Age at the Amersham Arms, 13 Oct, 
2.00pm-8.00pm, free with wristband or 
£5.00 on the door.  

Charlie Flynn from 
Warehouse Republic
“I was brought up on music. My Uncle 
lived with us when I was younger and 
he was into jazz and always played in 
the same band he’s been in since the 
‘80s, so there were always musicians 
coming in and out of the house. 
Everything from keyboard players to 
brass sections. It was always Louis 
Armstrong & Billie Holliday and all 
that. Just amazing growing up around 
that. I played piano since I was 4, then 
later when The Beatles took hold it 
was guitar and singing and writing”

Friday at 229, 229 The Venue (over 
eighteens only), 12 Oct, 7.30pm-11.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5 on the door. 

Jimi Laff from Rev78
“My uncle is a musician, he played 
drums with Billy idol in Generation X 
and toured with Johnny Thunders, 
amongst many others... so, music 
played quite a big part of my 
childhood... he gave me old drums 
to bang on and made me the coolest 
compilation cassette tapes when I was 
a kid... I’d play all his old records, look 
through the sleeves, study every part 
of them... and it just seemed like the 
most amazing thing to do!” 

Rock Returns to The 100 Club (over 
eighteens only), 11 Oct, 7.30pm-10.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5.00 on the door. 

Jazz Blaack
“Music is something I have always 
been really into. I was the sort of 
kid who’d always enter any talent 
competition or sign up for any show 

that was going on. As I got older I 
realised that the music industry was 
where I really wanted to be so I started 
to take it more seriously. I love writing 
my own songs, it’s the best feeling 
knowing that I have had an influence 
over the finished product rather than 
just covering other people’s material”

Rising at The Regal Room, The Distillers, 11 
Oct, 7.30pm-10.00pm, free.

Danny Shah
“At the age of seven I started playing 
my brother’s guitar (when he wasn’t 
around) and it wasn’t long after that 
I began writing my own songs. Since 
then, song writing has become part of 
my every day life” 

The 100 Club (over eighteens only), 10 Oct, 
19:30-22:00, free with wristband or £5 on 
the door. 

Tom from Toodar
Tom: “When I was a kid my dad had 
an old Ukulele, but it was too fragile to 
put strings on. We then built a model 

electric guitar, still with no strings. By 
the time I finally got a real guitar it was 
such an exciting object to me that I 
never put it down.”

Afternoon at Tibits, 13 Oct, 4.30pm-7.30pm, 
free.

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Meet the bands – we asked artists per  forming at City Showcase: London 2012 some vital questions  

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS



Louise Golbey
“I love old Jazz vocalists; Ella 
Fitzgerald is my all time favourite, 
the way she used her voice as an 
instrument.  To me, melodies are 
the most important thing. Because a 
good melody will stand out even on 
its own, without any instrumentation 
or production. Often my songs are 
vocally led... I love harmonies and 
layering vocals too”

Afternoon at Tibits, 13 Oct, 4.30pm-7.30pm, 
free.

Tin Soldiers
“We’re currently writing our second 
album and it’s been formed by 

a lot of recent events; the Arab 
spring uprising, the riots, the 
experimentations with the H1N5 virus 
and interpretation of what could 
happen...”

93 Feet East in collaboration with Hit The 
Floor, 93 Feet East (over eighteens only), 
9 Oct, 7.30pm-10.30pm, £3 on door with 
wristband, £5 without. 

Teddy Quick from Rev78
“The great soap box stepping, 
charisma filled, lovers of this world 
influence me in terms of performance. 

The characters of everyday life who 
throw cackles across the high street 
whilst wearing the same clothes 
they been wearing for the last 30 yrs. 
They make me reflect on the human 
condition. Make me think ‘there’s a 
song’” 

Rock Returns to The 100 Club (over 
eighteens only), 11 Oct, 7.30pm-10.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5.00 on the door.

Charlie Flynn from 
Warehouse Republic
“Stuff from life. The people in the 
band. JP is such an incredible guitar 
player it makes you want to do better 
always, write better. It’s liberating. It’s 
just everything that happens goes 
into the lyrics and the music. Sex, life, 
love. Musically, for me its Led Zeppelin 
and The Beatles, then Stevie Ray 

Vaughan, some modern country like 
Brad Paisley & bits of classical stuff 
here and there. Anything that’s just 
so great it flies above its own genre 
or whatever. Books, films, sex, magic, 
smoking a lot. All that stuff”

Friday at 229, 229 The Venue (over 
eighteens only), 12 Oct, 7.30pm-11.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5 on the door. 

Isabel from Toodar
“I tend to listen to lyrics very closely 
and I like to feel a lot of emotion in a 
track. We listen to a huge amount of 
music, and get quite analytical about 
it”

Afternoon at Tibits, 13 Oct, 4.30pm-7.30pm, 
free

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Sara Dowling
“What: my life experiences, writing 
poetry and being emotional.. Who: 
Bob Marley, Labi Siffre, Lauryn Hill, 
Donny Hathaway”

TM Lewin 2, 13 Oct, 1.00pm-2.00pm, free.

Read more answers 
to more questions 
over the page >>

Who or what 
influences your 
music?

Loverproof
“I can pinpoint the exact moment 
when I decided to try writing for 
myself and that was when I first 

heard ‘Frank’ by Amy Winehouse. 
It really did have a profound effect 
on me; I was sixteen and it was the 
first time it dawned on me that I 
could write for myself. I admired the 
directness of the songs and the ‘heart 
on your sleeve’ writing that she was 
so good at. Other than that, classic 
American songwriters like Paul Simon 
and Don McLean and the works of 
Shostakovich”

Ted Baker, 13 Oct, 4.00pm – 5.00pm, free.

inamo, 13 Oct, 5.30pm-6.30pm, free. 

English Sporting Defeat
“English Sporting Defeat are very 
much a product of the Anglo-
American rock ‘n’ roll tradition. All of 
the artists name-checked and labelled 
“Just A Band” in Scroobius Pip’s ‘Thou 
Shalt Always Kill’ have contributed 
to our sound and our song-writing to 

a greater or lesser extent. However, 
English Sporting Defeat also take 
influence from composers of film 
music (John Williams, Harry Gregson 
Williams, Hans Zimmer, Ennio 
Morricone) and classical music 
(Ludovico Einaudi, Johann Sebastian 
Bach, Johann Strauss II). Primarily 
though, English Sporting Defeat 
are influenced by performing live, 
and the audience responses to the 
new material we play at our 12 Bar 
Club residency (next playing 1st of 
November and 6th of December)”

Uniqlo, 13 Oct, 5.00pm-6.00pm, free.

Phil Page from 
The Mouth Of Ghosts
“The band has many, including The 
Cure and Deftones. Personally, I try to 
listen to as many artists from as many 
different genres as possible. Early 
influences include Nirvana, The Red 
Hot Chili Peppers and The Smashing 
Pumpkins. As I developed as a 

musician, I was heavily influenced by 
both the funk and Jazz scenes. More 
recently artists like Nerve and Johnny 
Rabb play a big part in shaping my 
musical identity”

93 Feet East in collaboration with Hit the 
Floor, 93 Feet East, 9 Oct, 7.30pm-10.30pm, 
£3 on door with wristband, £5 without. 

Callum Smith from 
Comotose
“I like lots of different music, but what 
really inspired me to write songs were 

bands like Nirvana and... Well, mainly 
Nirvana: I just loved how the songs 
weren’t unnecessarily complicated 
but sounded so good, and the unique 
vocals. I just wanted to do something 
like that, without just being a Puddle 
Of Mudd try-hard Nirvana, you know?”

Under Age at the Amersham Arms, 13 Oct, 
2.00pm-8.00pm, free with wristband or 
£5.00 on the door. 

The Otherside
“To be honest, our biggest influence is 
the crap state of British music. There 
are tons of great bands, but nothing 
life-changing. Everyone’s trying to find 
little genres for themselves and little 
niches that they can fill. All the great 
stuff these days is American, all the 
stuff that doesn’t want to give itself a 
label or a movement is American. So 
every time I hear an awful British band 
being hailed as a new style or an old 
style revived, we just write something 
with the intention of killing that”

Under Age at the Amersham Arms, 13 Oct, 
2.00pm-8.00pm, free with wristband or 
£5.00 on the door. 

Tankus The Henge
“Life, death and everything in 
between. Sounds clichéd, but 
everyone could be a poet or simply 
just appreciate a whole lot more if 
they actually noticed what was going 
on around them.  Musician-wise, I 
admire Randy Newman, Tom Waits, 
Ennio Morricone and Brian Wilson. 
Then there’s Burt Bacharach and Elton 
John, Billy Joel, Dr John... The whole 
band are collectively influenced by 
artists as diverse as The Band, Steely 
Dan and ABBA. We’re a strange bunch” 

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

ON-STAGE
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Located in one of Mayfair’s most famous streets, 
Savile Row, the home of British tailoring, this 
undeniably chic restaurant brings authentic Italian 
flavours, Milanese-inspired interiors and a touch of 
London style to its equally stylish clientele.

On Saturday 13th October, Sartoria will be hosting a 
special performance by Arorah, from 18.30 onwards, 
with any guests wearing a City Showcase wristband 
receiving a 10% discount on cocktails, beer and wine.

Additionally throughout the festival, guests wearing 
the wristband will receive a 10% discount and glass 
of Prosecco when dining in our main restaurant 

– what better way 
to relax during 
performances than 
with delicious Italian 
cuisine and a glass of 
bubbles?

Meet the bands – we asked artists per  forming at City Showcase: London 2012 some vital questions  

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS
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What are the best 
and worst things 
about being an 
up and coming 
musician in 2012?

Lucy Westhead
“I find that the most challenging 
thing is that the music business is 
constantly changing. As a songwriter 
and musician I have to be flexible 

and adapt and yet still make sure 
that I focus on the craft of music and 
songwriting. There are many great 
things, but the best thing is having 
the opportunity to be able to play my 
music and it connect with people.  I 
absolutely love it when I receive 
positive comments on my YouTube 
videos and Facebook page to tell 
me that one of my songs has ‘really 
moved them’ or that they really have 
respect for what I am trying to do”  

Rising at The Regal Room, The Distillers, 11 
Oct, 7.30pm-10.00pm, free.

Alice Watts
“Worst: life on a shoestring budget 
can wear you down. Best: the wizard 
lifestyle of living between gigs, 
dreaming up songs and finding new 
creative friends” 

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Jessi Pywell from 
The Delphian Singers
“The best thing is that we get to 
inspire other people by making music 
our way and the worst thing is getting 

people to remember your name!”

Outdoor Stage on Heddon Street, 13 Oct, 
12.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Loverproof
“I would have to say that the digital 
age is both a blessing and a curse 
for unsigned musicians. A blessing 
in a sense that it has never been 
easier to share and produce music, 
and the freedom of information 
between creatives is a beautiful 

thing. A curse in the sense that the 
huge over-saturation of mediocre 
music available makes it harder to 
reach music fans and the industry. 
A&Rs don’t have to leave the office 
to access new music, they just flick 
through Soundcloud. That’s slightly 
depressing”

Ted Baker, 13 Oct, 4.00pm – 5.00pm, free.

inamo, 13 Oct, 5.30pm-6.30pm, free. 

English Sporting Defeat 
“The best and worst thing about 
being an aspiring musician in 2012 
is the sheer quantity and availability 
of really top class music; it must 
be because of the falling cost of 
recording and the exposure provided 
by the internet. From our home town 
of Tunbridge Wells alone there’s 
Annaca, Stray Dogs, Tom Williams & 
The Boat, and Jacob Plant; any/all of 
whom could very easily be headlining 
festivals and filling radio-playlists in 
2013-2014. It means you really have to 
raise your game just to compete”

Uniqlo, 13 Oct, 5.00pm-6.00pm, free.

Morning Lane
“Every town and city has 100s of 
music venues nowadays so very easy 
to get a gig and get your music heard! 
The worst thing is that with all these 
venues, everyone thinks they are a 

promoter and this is not always the 
case. Artists need a helping hand in 
promoting, to extend their fan base 
and often this does not happen. This 
is why we love City Showcase because 
they do their best to promote all their 
artists!”

The Apple Store, 12 Oct, 7.00pm-7.45pm, free.

Deane James
“The best thing about being an 
aspiring artist in 2012 is how modern 
technology can make it possible to 
record a song in your own bedroom 
and how you can literally share it 
with the world via YouTube within 
a matter of hours. The worst thing 
is that everyone is doing it, and it 
is increasingly difficult for artists to 
stand out and get noticed”

Reiss, 13 Oct, 3.30pm-4.30pm, free.

Lilygreen And Maguire
“The best thing is talking to fans and 
finding out that they’ve made new 

friends with other fans in different 
parts of the UK! It’s very special, in my 
book. The worst, I’d say, is meeting 
rude people when you’re on the road. 
Last thing you want is some misery 
guts with a face like thunder bringing 
you down to their level. That, and bad 
road food...”

Opening Night at The Bedford, 9 Oct, 
7.30pm-11.00pm, free.

Charlie Flynn from 
Warehouse Republic
“There’s nothing bad. It’s the same as 
it’s always been. If you’re great, you’ll 
get through. Great artists and songs 
are timeless. it never matters what 
is going on at the time. It’s just new, 
and that’s what makes life so exciting. 
We’ve just been doing the festivals, 
played at the O2, had a couple of 
movie stars in our videos and get 
to record in great places and meet 
amazing people all the time and do 
it with friends. How can that ever be 
bad?” 

Friday at 229, 229 The Venue (over 
eighteens only), 12 Oct, 7.30pm-11.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5 on the door. 

Danny Shah
“The worst thing has to be the internet 
and the best thing is the internet, 

destroying and evolving the world of 
music at the same time!”

The 100 Club (over eighteens only), 10 Oct, 
19:30-22:00, free with wristband or £5 on 
the door. 

Tin Soldiers
“There are so many methods of 
getting your music out nowadays. 
The rise of Instagram alongside 
Tumblr, Twitter, YouTube, Vimeo and 
Facebook mean the capacity for 
people to help support your band by 
increasing awareness and informing 
people about your music via the social 
environment is larger and more far 
reaching than ever. But you need 
to be aware that today’s Facebook 
may well be tomorrow’s MySpace. 
and all the work that you have put 

into that platform could become 
almost pointless overnight. There is 
no guarantee that the popularity of 
a social platform will continue and 
still maintaining your own website 
and mailing system are important. It’s 
also important to not let all these new 
methods of communication get in the 
way of actually being creative and 
making new material”

93 Feet East in collaboration with Hit the 
Floor, 93 Feet East, 9 Oct, 7.30pm-10.30pm, 
£3 on door with wristband, £5 without. 

Teddy Quick from Rev78
“The best thing is that it’s my turn 
to ‘bang the drum’ if you like. Make 
the waves that rock the boat. I think 
it’s probably that we’re the first lot 
to have been brought up in a fully 
digital age. So through all the negative 
reflection, upon ‘future of music’ etc, 
this is our time. Yes, I love the sounds 
of 70s, Bowie and the wonder of that 
time, but this is our time! That’s what’ll 
get remembered, the memories. The 
great music that will come out of this 
time, no matter what the platform is, 
or whether people paid 15 quid for a 
perspex case won’t matter, not in the 
end”

Rock Returns to The 100 Club, (over 
eighteens only), 10 Oct, 19:30-22:00, free with 
wristband or £5 on the door), 11 Oct, 7.30pm-
10.00pm, free with wristband or £5.00 on 
the door.

Jazz Blaack
“The best thing at the moment has 
to be the influence of social media 
over the music industry, which 
means it’s much easier to get your 
songs recognised by anyone. Also, 
the way that there is now less focus 
on manufactured artists, the public 
seem more to want artists who are 
more down to earth and have worked 
hard on their material than ones who 
have had it handed to them on a plate. 
The worst thing is still the number of 
people who want to be musicians, and 
to succeed, this makes it much more 
competitive and harder to stand out”

Rising at The Regal Room, The Distillers, 11 
Oct, 7.30pm-10.00pm, free.

Craig Rogerson  
from Canvas Wall
“I think we’re in a time of great 
accessibility. Artists and fans have 
never been so closely connected. 
Social media makes everything so 
instantly accessible and embracing 
that is a great experience. Today also 
sees great music being made on 
lower budgets with the likes of home 

recording and production becoming 
more and more popular. Exciting 
times! I can’t think of the worst thing, 
it is what you make of it and this is all 
we want to do!”

Friday at 229, 229 The Venue (over 
eighteens only), 12 Oct, 7.30pm-11.00pm, free 
with wristband or £5 on the door. 

Anna Pancaldi
“Best and worst part of being an 
aspiring musician, well, the best part 

I feel (which is a negative to many 
others) is the challenge that comes 
with trying to make your mark, to get 
people’s attention and be different. I 
don’t want it all handed on a plate to 
me, I want to work for any success I 
may achieve. I want to be respected as 
a singer, performer and songwriter. It 
is a tough and competitive business, 
but that’s part of it, and I don’t spend 
much time focusing on that, I love 
the journey just as much as keeping 
my eyes on my goals. I adore writing 
music and and sharing my story 
through it and that is one of the most 
wonderful parts!”

UGG Australia, 13 Oct, 3.00pm-4.00pm, free.

Phil Page from  
The Mouth Of Ghosts
“I think the best thing is that there are 
so many different avenues available 
to an aspiring musician. There are 
so many platforms on which to 
showcase yourself. The Internet and 
social media have made it so easy 
for a musician to get their material 
out there. The worst thing I think is 
probably that with so much diversity 
and so many platforms, finding a way 
to get good quality music out to the 
right people is very difficult. I have 
no doubt that great music and great 
musicians is/are all around but just 
finding it/them can be a big effort!”

93 Feet East in collaboration with Hit the 
Floor, 93 Feet East, 9 Oct, 7.30pm-10.30pm, 
£3 on door with wristband, £5 without. 

Callum Smith from 
Comotose
“I guess the best thing about being 
a musician in 2012 is the internet, 
just being able to get out to so many 
people, so easily and generally for 
free. The worst thing could also be 
the internet, as there is so much 
competition and people have so much 
music to listen to, why would they 
take their time to listen to us?”

Under Age at the Amersham Arms, 13 Oct, 
2.00pm-8.00pm, free with wristband or 
£5.00 on the door. 

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

We asked artists performing at City Showcase: London 2012 some vital questions  
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Workshops, debates and 
interviews aimed at up  
and coming artists, 
producers and songwriters, 
grass-roots managers, 
promoters and label 
owners, and anyone who 
aspires to work in music.

 
Rise Above The Noise 
Expert advice on how to get your 
music heard with so many other 
competing for the same space. With 
moderator Jules Parker (PRS for Music) 
with panellists including Chris Dyer 
(Zimbalam UK), David Lazarus (Outpost 
Media), Andy Ross (manager), and Zofia 
Bajkowska (YouTube).

The Gibson Guitar Studio, 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
11:00-13:00 
Free entry with wristband or £5 on the door.

Guitar Skills Workshop 
From the leading guitarist of this 
generation Barrie Cadogan of Little 
Barrie.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
13:30-14:15 
Free entry with wristband or £5 on the door.

What DO You Think You  
Look Like? 
Image counts! Experts advise on brand, 
design, photography and styling. 
Register in advance to be a guinea 
pig (email terri@cityshowcase.co.uk).  
Panellists include Tom Martin and Iain 
Reid (photographers), Joanna Karg 
(designer), James Horrocks (Alchemy 
Lifestyle PR) and moderator Charlie 
Dore (songwriter, actress).

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
14:30-16:30 
Free entry with wristband or £5 on the door.

 
 

Building And Promoting  
Your Online Brand And The  
Tools You Can Use
You can do it yourself with your own 
site, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc. 
Advice from panellists including 
Piers Milburn (thewebwell.com), Stan 
McLeod (BandWagon), Leslie Gilotti 
(Charm Factory) and Mark Meharry 
(Music Glue).

The Apple Store, 235 Regent Street, London, 
W1B 2EL  11.00-13.00  Free.

Why Can’t I Get Signed?
in association with PPL
Brilliant, great songs and a fantastic 
voice – why can’t I get signed? Labels, 
publishers and managers tell you how  
it is. Moderated by Dan Millington  
(PPL) with panellists Sarah Liversedge 
(Bucks Music Group), Joe Mott 
(journalist and manager), David Stark 
(SongLink), Ian Rendall (Trashed 
Management) and Dumi Oburata 
(manager). Plus Cat Nicklass of PPL will 
be in the audience as well to contribute 
and offer advice.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
11.00-13:00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Vocal Skills Workshop 
Sing loud and strong without stretching 
your voice and damaging your vocal 
chords. Make the most of your talent 
with help from Sophie Garner.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
13.30-14.15   
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Pitch Perfect
in association with 
BandWagon
How to make the perfect pitch. Practice 
with the experts and get tips on how to 
make the maximum impact and secure 
your deal. Moderated by Sam Taylor 
(BandWagon).

The Apple Store, 235 Regent Street, London, 
W1B 2EL  14.00-15.30  Free.

A&R Panel:  
Live Music Critique 
Sign up in advance for a live 
performance slot (email terri@
cityshowcase.co.uk). Panellists include 
Kerry Harvey-Piper (Red Grape Music), 
Alan Pell (Bug Music), Martin Sutton 
(songwriter), Tony Moore (promoter 
and songwriter) and Angie Jenkison 
(manager).

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
14.30-16.30 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Murphy’s Law Of 
Songwriting
in association with ASCAP
In this original documentary being 
screened at City Showcase, Ralph 
Murphy meets two City Showcase  
club members – Graham Turner 
and Natalie Reiss – and conducts a 
songwriting masterclass. With Q&As 
after the film with Sean Devine.

The Apple Store 
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
16.00- 18:00  Free.

MUSIC techpitch 4.5  
@ City Showcase
Showcasing some of the latest music-
tech startups in Europe.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
17.30 - 21.00 
See site for ticket information at  
www.4pt5.co.uk/music.html .  
Or £13.75 on the door with wristband.

 

Musical Chairs 
in association with the MU 
A&Rs, managers, promoters, web 
experts giving personal advice.  
Moderated by Alex Mann (MU) with 
panellists including Ash Soan (session 
musician) Olivia Hobbs (Polydor), 
Debra Downes (Dawson Breed Music), 
Jonnie Blackburn (A&R and manager), 
David Jordan (ASCAP), Piers Milburn 
(thewebwell.com), Noel Cornford 
(promoter), David Webster (MU) and 
Marc Connor (AirMTM).

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
11.00-13:00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Finding The Future: 
Consolidation in the music 
business
With Sony and Universal between them 
acquiring EMI this year, the biggest 
music companies are getting bigger.

What will this mean for consumers, 
businesses, jobs and music creativity?  
We debate whether consolidation 
into the hands of a few is beneficial 
to the long term prosperity of music.   
Prepare your position in advance 
and be prepared to argue your point!  
Moderated by Chris Cooke (CMU), with 
panel including Clive Black (Primary 
Wave Music), Mike Chadwick (Essential 
Music) and Peter Jenner (Sincere 
Management).

The Apple Store, 235 Regent Street, London, 
W1B 2EL  11.00-13.00, Free.

An Audience With Lemar 
His future is now in his own hands with 
his own label - what does it feel like? 
Emmanuel Legrand sits down for a 
Q&A with Lemar.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
13.30-14.30 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Finding The Future:  
No product sales, no live 
audiences – what next? Is 
there a business in music?   
Prepare your position in advance 
and be prepared to argue your point!  
Moderated by Tom Pakinkis (Music 
Week), with panel including Rob Hallett 
(AEG Live), Tony Wadsworth (BPI), 
Denver Thomas (Music2Text) and 
James Wheatley (7Digital).

The Apple Store 
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
14.00-16.00  Free.

A&R Panel: CD Dump 
Bring in your CDs and let the experts 
tell you what they think. Moderated by 
renowned producer Dave Eringa with 
a panel including Markell Casey (Virgin 
Records), Katherine Melling (Universal 
Music), Martin Heath (Lizard King) and 
Korda Marshall (Infectious Music).

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
14.30-16.30 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Music Industry legend 
Korda Marshall: 
In Conversation
The founder of Infectious Music will 
talk to Liz Stokes from Record of the 
Day.

The Gibson Guitar Studio 
29-35 Rathbone St, London W1T 1NJ 
16:30 – 17:30 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door.

Finding The Future:  
Careers advice & jobseekers 
Q&A
Industry experts will be on hand to 
give advice, what jobs are available 
and how to secure a job in music. Panel 
includes Morna Cook (Universal Music), 
Emma Adler (Sony Music) and Claire 
Wadsworth (Handle Recruitment).

The Apple Store 
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
17.00-18.00 
Free.

Wednesday 10 Oct

WORKSHOPS PLANNER

Thursday 11 Oct

Friday 12 Oct
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GIGS PLANNER

  
House techno from Jack 
Doyle and NPD, DJ Trol, Joe 
Joyce
Cafe 1001
1 Dray Walk, 91 Brick Lane, London E1 6QL 
19.00 - Midnight 
Free.

Opening Night with 
Lilygreen & Maguire, 
Robert Vincent, Elsie,  
Linn Oberg and Bim 
plus Kids Company 
introducing Natalie
The Bedford
77 Bedford Hill, Balham, London, SW12 9HD 
19.30 - 23.00 
Free.

 
Hit The Floor - Tin Soldiers, 
Anavae, The Mouth of 
Ghosts, My little Empire
93 Feet East
150 Brick Lane, London, E1 6QL 
19.30 - 22.30 
£3 on the door with wristband, £5 on the 

door without wristband.

The Blind Hearts, New 
Rising and Lucy Kitt
Floridita
100 Wardour Street, London, W1F 0TN 
19.30 - 22.10 
Free with wristband or £5 at the door. 
There is an age restriction + 18s unless eating 

in the restaurant.

Christoph Stiefel
Pizza Express Jazz Club
10 Dean Street, London, W1D 3RW 
20.30-22.00 
Sorry, but no discount for wristband holders.  

 
 
 
House techno from Steve 
Kurz, Leroy Roberts, 
Downton, Owen Howells
Café 1001
1 Dray Walk, 1 Brick Lane, London,E1 6QL 
19:00- Midnight  Free.

Barfly presents Random 
Impulse
Barfly
49 Chalk Farm Road, London, NW1 8AN 
19.00-22.00 
Wristband holders pay £8 on the door. Those 
without wristband pay £12.50. Barfly is 14+ 
only.

Magazine Gap, Danny Shah, 
The New Union, Boy Cloud 
Kid
The 100 Club
100 Oxford St, London W1D 1LL 
19:30-22:00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 

The 100 Club is 18+ only.

James Michael, Daniela 
Brooker, Josephine, 
Alexander Wolfe
The Borderline
Orange Yard, Manette Street, Charing Cross 
Road, London W1V 5LB 
19:30-22:00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
The Borderline is 14+, under 16s escorted by 

an adult, proof of age upon request.

Renato D’Aiello at Pizza 
Express Live
Pizza Express Jazz Club
10 Dean Street, London, W1D 3RW 
20.30 - 22.00 

Sorry, but no discount for wristband holders. 

 
Theo Altieri 
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
13.00-13.45  Free.

Dagny
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
15.30-16.00  Free.

An Audience With  
Charlie Winston
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
19.00-20.30  Free.

Floridita Thursday with Bev 
Lee Harling and The Kitchen 
Sink
Floridita
100 Wardour Street, London, W1F 0TN 
19.15 - 21.15 
£10 on the door or £5 for wristband holders 
There is an age restriction + 18s unless eating 
in the restaurant.

Pink Cigar, Rev78, 
Fractures, Bad Magic  
The 100 Club
100 Oxford St, London W1D 1LL 
19.30-22.00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
The 100 Club is 18+ only.

Hit the Floor - with Ocasan, 
Lilian Todd Jones, We are 
Lost Boys, Filthy Boy 
The Borderline
Orange Yard, Manette Street, Charing Cross 
Road, London W1V 5LB. 
19.30-22.00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
14+, under 16s escorted by an adult, proof of 

age upon request.

Infecta, Lucy Westhead, 
Jazz Blaack, Dayle Clarke 
and MasQua.   
The Regal Room at  
The Distillers
64, Fulham Palace Road, Hammersmith, 
London W6 9PH 
19.30-22.00  Free.

St Spirit, Gem And The 
Deadheads, Passport To 
Stockholm, Battle Of You
229 The Venue
229 Great Portland Street, London W1W 5PN 
19.30-23.00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
This show is 18+ only.

FRIDAY 12 Oct 2012

  
Act TBC
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
13.00-13.40  Free.

Jazz Morley
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
16.00-16.45  Free.

Mean Fiddler presents The 
Musgraves 
Barfly
49 Chalk Farm Road, London, NW1 8AN 
19.00-22.00 
Wristband holders pay £6 on the door. This 
show is 18+ only.

Morning Lane
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 

19.00-19.45  Free.

 
 

Manflu, Deathline, 
Iktsuarpok, Vinyl Black 
Stilettos
The Borderline
Orange Yard, Manette Street, Charing Cross 
Road, London W1V 5LB 
19.30-22.00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
14+, under 16s escorted  by an adult, proof of 

age upon request.

Canvas Wall, Warehouse 
Republic, The Jellycats
229 The Venue
229 Great Portland Street, London W1W 5PN 
19.30-23.00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door 
This show is 18+ only.

Playhard at the Purple 
Turtle
Purple Turtle 
65 Crowndale Road, London, NW1 1TN 
20.00-00.00 
Free entry with wristbands early doors then 
£2 after 10pm 
City Showcase artists can get in free for the 
after show which goes on until 3am.

SATURDAY 13 Oct 2012

Tankus the Henge, The 
Delphian Singers, Alice 
Watts and Toodar
Heddon Street Stage
London W1B 4DA. 
12.30-16.30  Free 

Jon Kenzie 
Brasserie Zedel
20 Sherwood Street, W1F 7ED 
13.00-14.00  Free.

Tuesday 9 Oct Wednesday 10 Oct

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase by registering online exclusively available at 
www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Thursday 11 Oct

Friday 12 Oct

Saturday 13 Oct

Robert Vincent

Josephine

Charlie Winston

Morning Lane

Vinyl Black Stilettos
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GIGS PLANNER

Sara Dowling
TM Lewin 2
126 Regent Street, London, W1B 5SD 
13.00-14.00  Free.

Linn Oberg
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
13.30-14.00  Free.

Claire-Louise Rossi
Coast
262-264 Regent Street, W1B 4HW 
13.30-14.30  Free. 

She Makes War
Kirk Originals
6 Conduit Street, W1S 2XE115  
14.00-14.40  Free.

Sian Sanderson
Whole Foods Market
20 Glasshouse Street, W1B 5AR 
14:00-14:40 & 16:00-16:40  Free.

Patrick Plunkett
TM Lewin
175 Regent Street, W1B 4JJ 
14.00-15.00  Free.

Under Age at the 
Amersham Arms  
All afternoon festivities 
including Floodliners, 
Callum Rafferty, Shanel 
Brown, Comotose, Danny 
Shah, The Otherside, Too 
Many Ts, Gig Slutz 
The Amersham Arms
388 New Cross Road. SE14 6TY

14:00-20:00 
Free with wristband or £5 on the door. 
This show is 14+ only. 

Danny Shah
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
14.15-14.45  Free. 

Jumeee
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
14.30-15.00  Free.

Liza Finn
Hoss Intropia 
213 Regent Street, W1B 4NF  
14.30-15.30  Free.

Dagny
Quiksilver
229-247 Regent Street W1B 2EG 
15:00-15:30 & 16:00-16:30  Free.

John King 
Brooks Brothers
150 Regent Street, W1B 5SJ 
15.00-16.00  Free.

Anna Pancaldi
UGG Australia

10 Glasshouse Street, W1B 5AR 
15.00- 16.00  Free.

Velvet Stream
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
15.15-15.45  Free.

Danny Shah 
Esprit 
179-182 Regent Street, W1B 5AZ 
15.30-16.30  Free.

Eliza Jaye 
Jaeger
200-206 Regent Street W1B 5BN 
15.30-16.30  Free. 

Deane James
Reiss
172 Regent Street London W1B 5TH 
15.30-16.30  Free.

The High Commissioners 
Kirk Originals
6 Conduit Street, W1S 2XE 
16.00-16.40  Free.

Loverproof
Ted Baker
245 Regent Street London W1B 2EN 
16.00-17.00  Free. 

Ilona
The Apple Store
235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL 
16.00-17.30  Free.

Toodar, Louise Golbey, Blue 
Balloon
Tibits
12 Heddon Street, London W1B 4DA 
16.30-19.30.  Free

English Sporting Defeat
Uniqlo
84-86 Regent Street, W1B 5RR 
17.00-18.00  Free.

Jack Durtnall
Anthropologie
158 Regent Street, London, W1B 5SW 
17.00-18.00  Free.

Loverproof
Inamo
4-12 Lower Regent Street, SW1Y 4PE 
17.30-18.30  Free.

Arorah
Sartoria
20 Savile Row London W1S 3PR 
18.30-19.30  Free.

Barfly presents FELLA + 
The Birthday Suit + The 
Mark. 
Barfly
49 Chalk Farm Road, London, NW1 8AN 
19.00-22.00 
Wristband holders pay £5 on the door. Those 
without wristband pay £7. This show is 18+ 
only.

For the most up to date listings  
check the City Showcase website at 
www.cityshowcase.co.uk

The official charity of City Showcase: London 2012 is Kids Company, which 
provides practical, emotional and educational support to vulnerable inner-
city children. Reaching over 17,000 children across London, Kids Company 
was awarded the Liberty and JUSTICE Human Rights Award in 2007 and 
was as a ‘Child Poverty Champion’ by the End Child Poverty project in 2010 
for our success in enabling children to achieve their full potential.
 
As part of the partnership with Kids Company, students will be acting as 
de facto journalists at City Showcase: London 2012, covering the festival, 
interviewing artists and taking photos, which will be available online. Kids 
Company will also introduce one of their music students, Natalie, to the City 
Showcase community at the official Opening Night show at The Bedford on 
Wednesday 9 Oct, an evening generously sponsored by Robertson Taylor 
Insurance Brokers and Nutmeg. 
 
On this alliance, Kids Company founder Camila Batmanghelidjh says: “We 
are so excited to be chosen by City Showcase to support the work we do. 
Not only will they provide our vulnerable children and young people with 
the opportunity to fulfil their enormous artistic potential and express 
themselves through music, but they will also raise awareness about our 
charity through their amazing events. Thank you City Showcase for your 
wonderful spirit and we look forward to creating an incredibly precious 
friendship to some of London’s most disadvantaged young people. We all 
adore you!”
 
For more information about Kids Company visit www.kidsco.org.uk

City Showcase: London 2012 
supports Kids Company
Meet this year’s official charity at  
the Opening Night show, with 
Robertson Taylor and Nutmeg

Callum Rafferty

Deane James

Loverproof



from 9 - 13 October

C’est Ici in Kingly Court is offering 10% off 
everything (they will also be displaying 
some great images taken by some of our 
photographers)

Inamo on Lower Regent Street is 
offering a huge 25% discount on drinks 
at the bar to wristband holders – plus 
the opportunity to see those amazing 
interactive tables (see page 4)!

on 13 October

Apart from C’est Ici and Inamo, the following have 
offers for you:

Austin Reed on Regent Street - 10% off 
full price for wristband holders

Esprit on Regent Street - 10% discount 
across the store for wristband holders

Kirk Originals on Conduit Street - 25% off 
their cool glasses for wristband holders

Tibits on Heddon Street - 10% for 
wristband holders – and don’t forget to 
check out the photos on display

Sartoria on Savile Row - 10% discount for 
wristband holders

Charles Tyrwhitt on Regent Street - 10% 
discount for wristband holders

Quiksilver on Regent Street is offering a 
free gift for each purchase by a wristband 
holder (eg roxy diary for girls, quick 
water bottle for boys)

Coast on Regent Street – 20% discount 
for wristband holders

MAP & DISCOUNTS
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Discounts

1.  Anthropologie  158 Regent Street, London, W1B 5SW 

2.  Brasserie Zedel 20 Sherwood Street, W1F 7ED

3.  Brooks Brothers 150 Regent Street, W1B 5SJ

4.  Coast 262-264 Regent Street, W1B 4HW

5.  Esprit 179-182 Regent Street, W1B 5AZ

6.  Heddon Street Outdoor Stage Heddon Street, London W1B 4DA

7.  Hoss Intropia 213 Regent Street, W1B 4NF 

8.  inamo 4-12 Lower Regent Street, SW1Y 4PE

9.  Jaeger 200-206 Regent Street W1B 5BN

10.  Kirk Originals 6 Conduit Street, W1S 2XE

11.  Quiksilver 229-247 Regent Street W1B 2EG

12.  Reiss  172 Regent Street London W1B 5TH

13.  Sartoria 20 Savile Row London W1S 3PR

14.  Ted Baker 245 Regent Street London W1B 2EN

15.  The Apple Store 235 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EL

16.  Tibits 12 Heddon Street, London W1B 4DA

17.  TM Lewin 2 126 Regent Street, London, W1B 5SD

18. TM Lewin 175 Regent Street, W1B 4JJ

19.  UGG Australia 10 Glasshouse Street, W1B 5AR

20.  Uniqlo 84-86 Regent Street, W1B 5RR

21.  Whole Foods Market 20 Glasshouse Street, W1B 5AR

22.  229 229 Great Portland Street, London W1W 5PN

23.  The 100 Club 100 Oxford Street, London W1D 1LL

24.  The Borderline  Orange Yard, Off Manette Street, London W1V 5LB

25.  The Gibson Guitar Studio 29-35 Rathbone Street, London W1T 1NJ

26. Floridita 100 Wardour Street, London, Greater London W1F 0TN 

Central London venues

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Use your City Showcase wristband to 
get the following great discounts…

For great offers all year round join the City 
Showcase club at www.cityshowcase.co.uk
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This year marks the 
tenth anniversary 
of City Showcase, 
that’s ten years of 
discovering new talent 
and backing the best. 

To celebrate the 
landmark, City 
Showcase Director 
Nanette Rigg has 
picked out just twenty 
of the artists who 
played the festival 
in the early phase of 
their career, and we’ve 
selected a track from 
each which you can 
stream as a playlist 
via Spotify at www.
thisweek guides.com/
cityshowcase. 

Celebrate and enjoy…

01: Amy 
Winehouse – 
Back To Black

Amy played The 
Borderline for us in 

2003. A lovely girl who 
was worried about whether she looked 
OK, she was soooo nervous, possibly 
because this was the first time she had 
played to an audience outside of her 
core fan base. She kept on misplacing 
her belongings and had us hunting 
high and low around the green room 
for her bits and pieces! But it was just 
nerves. And she went on to deliver the 
most amazing performance, with just 
her and her guitar, it blew us all away.

www.amywinehouse.com

02: Hot Chip – 
Over And Over
These guys played at 
the 100 Club at City 

Showcase 2004. Joe 
Goddard was also playing 

at The Borderline the same night with 
Adem (another brilliant performer), so 
we had to organise everything so that 
he could make both performances. 
It ended up with there being just 
15 minutes between the two sets. 
Everyone was breathing very heavily 
by the time the second show started! 
An amazing act.  www.hotchip.co.uk

03: The Kill Van 
Kulls – Lost And 
Found
What incredibly sweet 

people! Though when 
they had their back stage 

pics taken at last year’s City Showcase, 
well, we didn’t know you could do that 
with a bottle of Fentimans! 

thekillvankulls.tumblr.com 

04: The 
Parlotones – 
Honey

These guys came over 
from South Africa just to 

play City Showcase in 2008. And what 
an incredible performance, and a great 
kick off to a big break in the UK. 

www.theparlotones.net

05: Alexander 
Wolfe – Song For 
The Dead
In 2010, Alexander 

first played a set at 
the Dean Street Studios 

and then another at the Apple Store. 
The most amazing voice that really 
seduces! He’s back again this year at 
The Borderline on 10 Oct.

www.alexanderwolfe.co.uk

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Celebrating ten years of discovering the best

Razorlight at The Borderline  
at City Showcase 2003.  
Photo: Hayley Madden
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06: Ali Milner –  
I Dare You
Ali was chosen to win 
the Sonicbids stipend 

to play City Showcase: 
London in 2008, flying 

in from Canada. She played a great 
set at The 100 Club and a window 
performance at TM Lewin, with crowds 
on the pavement singing along. Such a 
beautiful girl.

www.alimilner.com

07: Tom Tyler 
– Daylight 
Robbed Her

Tom first played with 
his brother as Riverstate, 

a late entry that we loved - such great 
songwriting - and we have been 
encouraging his career ever since. His 
latest single is brilliant, making several 
radio playlists.

www.tomtylermusic.co.uk

08: Keane – 
Somewhere 
Only We Know

Our first ever City 
Showcase in February 

2003 and our first ever success story. 
Their manager applied for them to 
perform and we got them to open the 
night at the Islington Academy. Shaun 
Keaveny was our host for the night, 
and the Wise Buddha team were in 
there, quickly taking away their demo 
to give to Steve Lamacq. And that was 
the beginning! Tom – the voice of an 
angel. 

www.keanemusic.com

09: Jesca Hoop – 
Born To
We loved Jesca. 

She’d not played 
the UK before, but we 

asked if she wanted to come over for 
City Showcase 2007, to play at The 
Borderline and in the Apple Store. 
She did, and she brought Lissie with 
her. What a fantastic double bill to 
introduce our UK audience to. Plus Guy 
Garvey joined her on stage for a couple 
of songs too!   www.jescahoop.com

10: Charlie 
Winston – Like A 
Hobo
Charlie played a 

shop in Carnaby Street 
during City Showcase 

2006. He is such a troubadour that he 
marched his entire audience up and 
down Carnaby Street, a total breach of 
our Westminster Council licence! But 
the crowd loved it, and we got some 
great pictures out of it.  He is playing 
this year too at The Apple Store on 11 
Oct from 7pm.

www.charliewinston.com

11: N-Dubz - 
Playing With 
Fire

Who knew how much 
these guys would go 

on to achieve when they played City 
Showcase in 2007. Well, actually we 
did! Always stars in the making. 

www.ndubz.com

12: The Xcerts - 
Home Versus 
Home

These guys headlined 
our Chinatown stage in 

2009 and were totally 
brilliant. They bought the street to a 
total standstill, jumped off the stage 
and really engaged the audience. We 
were told thereafter that we couldn’t 
have rock music in Chinatown! A real 
loss for Chinatown that, but it did mean 
our City Showcase audience got a real 
never-to-be-repeated experience! 

www.thexcertsband.com

13: Laura Marling 
– Ghosts
Laura played at the 
Gibson Guitar Studios 

in 2006 at a showcase 
presented with SongLink.  

A really kind and lovely lady; a buzzy 
noisy room went extremely quiet whilst 
she performed.  www.lauramarling.com

14: Sway – Level 
Up
What can we say! It 
was City Showcase 

2005, and after a ten 
minute sound check at The 

100 Club, Sway just disappeared! We 
sent out a call and it turned out he was 
at his favourite Chinese restaurant in 
Islington. He then arrived 15 minutes 
after he was meant to be on stage, 
leaving Ras Kwame to fill in with some 
free-style open mic. But boy did he 
then make up for it. A totally brilliant 
night!

www.sway.uk.com

15: Newton 
Faulkner – 
Dream Catch Me

Newton wrote to us 
personally to ask to 

perform and we loved him 
from the word go. In 2005 he played 
Ben Sherman in Carnaby Street, and 
the next year on our Regent Street 
Festival stage. Four years later and he 
had record and publishing deals with 
Sony and Peer Music respectively - 
both of whom have since thanked us 
for introducing them to such a very 
special talent. 

www.newtonfaulkner.com

16: Gallows – 
London Is The 
Reason

These guys stormed it 
at John Kennedy’s night 

at The Barfly in 2007. Our phone rang 
off the hook for guest list!

www.gallows.co.uk

17: Roxanne 
Emery – All That 
I Am

We have been plugging 
Roxanne for a few 

years now and watching her grow and 
develop is a joy. From performances 
at The O2 and the Apple Store to The 
Regal Room, she works really hard and 
deserves her success.

www.roxanne-emery.com

18: Razorlight – 
America
Our headliner at The 

Borderline in 2003, 
these guys were always       

       a really extrovert band. And there 
were queues of girls for the amazing 
Johnny Borrell!

www.razorlight.co.uk

19: Dan Croll – 
From Nowhere
Dan applied to 
perform at last year’s 

City Showcase whilst 
still at LIPA. Keen as 

mustard and a pleasure to work with 
– he’s an amazing success story in the 
making.

www.dancroll.com

20: Gurrumul – 
Wiyathul
Poetry in motion at 

The Apple Store in 
2009; an intoxicating 

live performance that sucks you in. We 
ran from The Xcerts to Gurrumul – my 
word!  www.gurrumul.com

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Listen to the City Showcase 10th Anniversary playlist 
via Spotify via www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase

Amy Winehouse at The Borderline  
at City Showcase 2003.  
Photo: Hayley Madden

Hot Chip  at City  
Showcase 2004.  
Photo: James Sellar
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He’s worked for himself, for global 
entertainment conglomerates, for 
an inspirational Aussie music man, 
and at one point reported to a certain 
James Murdoch. And yet he remains as 
passionate as ever about discovering 
great bands and releasing great 
records. He launched the original 
Infectious Records in 1993, starting a 
journey that ultimately saw Marshall 
head up a UK division of Warner 
Music. Having parted company with 
the major, in 2009 he relaunched 
Infectious, and now works with The 
Temper Trap, Local Natives, Cloud 
Control, These New Puritans and surely 
the buzziest of new bands this year, 
Alt-J.  At City Showcase this year Korda 
will be in conversation with Record Of 
The Day’s Liz Stokes, and also take part 
in the CD Dump demos panel, both 
at the Gibson Guitar Studio on 12 Oct. 
Ahead of that, we spoke to Marshall 
about his career to date, the highs, the 
lows, and what makes version two of 
Infectious Music so special.  

TW: Let’s start right at the beginning, 
how did you get your first break into 
the record industry? 
KM: I played drums quite badly in a 
great band called Zerra 1. Along the 
way we supported Echo And The 
Bunnymen and The Cure, so I got to 
meet ‘industry people’ through that. I 
heard there was a job going as a talent 
scout at RCA Records and applied for 
it, and after three interviews lasting 
over nine hours I finally got the job… 
as a tape-copier-come-coffee-maker-
come-talent-scout. It paid £50 a 
week, a night bus pass and company 
luncheon vouchers. 
 
TW: What was it like working for a 
major record company in the 1980s? 
KM: It was an amazing experience 
and great fun. Records sold enormous 
amounts in those days and it was 
the the full-on hedonistic eighties, 
so I’m a bit embarrassed about what 

went on, but it was all brilliant and a 
bit like riding a roller coaster. I got to 
work with some really experienced 
record industry executives, like Peter 
Robinson, David Betteridge and John 
Preston, and learnt all about how big 
record companies work, how to run 
a recording budget, how to project 
manage a release cycle, and how to 
motivate and co-ordinate a team. 
One of the artists I was involved with 
at this time was Eurythmics, and 
working closely with Dave Stewart 
and his Anxious Records label really 
helped me understand the role of the 
producer, and how to tread delicately 
with artists, and to help them deliver 
their vision through the company and 
out into the wider world.
 
TW: What motivated you to launch 
the original Infectious Records? 
KM: Eventually I got fired by RCA, 
but my lawyer told me he could find 
me an A&R job within a week. Three 
months later the phone hadn’t rung 
once! So I thought, bugger that, I’ll 
start my own label. Luckily enough, 
RCA had let me go only three months 
into a new deal, so they had to pay 
me three full years salary to go away, 
and I used this money to start my 
own label. I was confident I knew 
what I was doing after ten successful 
years with my former employer, and 
thought, if no else believes in me then 
I’ll just crack on and do it for myself. I’d 
signed a band called Pop Will Eat Itself 
while at RCA, and they got dropped 
for bad behaviour shortly after I’d left 
the company, so I found myself able 
to re-sign them to Infectious, giving 
me a band with a strong fanbase and 
international sales from the start. 
This enabled me to raise money from 
distributors and overseas licences so 
I had a business with cashflow from 
day one.
 
TW: You quickly allied Infectious 
with Australia’s Mushroom Records, 

creating Mushroom UK, which later 
saw your label become part of the 
Murdoch empire. What was that like? 
KM: Again, amazing fun and and a 
lot of hard work. Mushroom was like 
a Virgin Records in Australia, they 
were full of real music people led by 
a passionate music man in Michael 
Gudinski, and working with them was 
one of the best times of my whole 
career. I had a fantastic team of people 
around me and we had quick success 
with no less than three songs with 
the word ‘girl’ in their title! In one six 
month period we had a number one 
with Peter Andre’s ‘Mysterious Girl’, 
top five with Garbage’s ‘Stupid Girl’ and 
top ten with Ash’s ‘Girl From Mars’. We 
grew that company from a start-up to 
a £23 million business over ten years. 
Then Michael Gudinski sold his shares 
to News Corp in 1998 and I suddenly 
had a young James Murdoch as my 
boss. This allowed me to finance real 
artist development, not having to 
worry about quarterly cash flow, and 
instead being able to build and invest 
for the future. Happy days!
 
TW: When Mushroom was bought 
by Warner Music in 2003 you found 
yourself back in the major label 
system, this time post-Napster. How 
did the major label of the 2000s 
compare with that of the 1980s? 
KM: Warners in the noughties was 
very different to RCA in the eighties, 
it was a much bigger more successful 
international company at the time. 
Initially Roger Ames brought me in and 
he was a fantastic boss, but six months 
later Edgar Bronfman Jr bought the 
company from Time Warner and the 
whole management ethos changed. 
But we were initially very successful, 
with artists like The Darkness, James 
Blunt, Muse and Gnarls Barkley, so they 
left me and Max Lousada in the UK 
division alone. As long as the numbers 
were delivered we were OK. And it was 
an amazing experience working with 

some of Warner’s American artists 
like Madonna, Green Day and Red Hot 
Chilli Peppers on top of our UK-signed 
acts. For most of my eight years there 
I had a great time working with great 
people and fantastic talent.

TW: So, despite having one of the 
top jobs at one of the biggest music 
companies, what motivated you to 
step down and subsequently revive 
Infectious in 2009?
KM: As soon as the then Warner UK 
chairman Nick Phillips left and a few 
releases slipped, I knew they [Warner 
Music top guard in the US] had their 
sights on me, but by that time I’d 
been ground down a bit by Corporate 
America anyway. I philosophically 
disagreed with their protectionist 
digital strategies and the accountants 
appeared to be running the company 
and making the decisions. Plus I’d been 
there eight years by this point, and I 
was fifty years old, and felt it might be 
time to move aside for the youngsters. 
I knew that my current contract would 
leave me comfortably off, so made 
a grand plan to step aside from the 
music business and go sailing. 

But after a month planning a round 
the world trip I got nervous, and then 
Gudinski rang me up and asked if I 
could check out his new band The 
Temper Trap, as there was a lot of 
interest in them in the UK and the 
States. I went and saw them and fell in 
love with them. By chance the next day 
my current business partner Michael 
Watt called to see what I was up to, 
and offered to finance a new label. So 
the day after that I met up with my 
old colleague Pat Carr, who agreed 
to work with me again, and not three 
years later here we still are, and still in 
business!

TW: How does Infectious v2 compare 
to the first incarnation of the label? 
KM: They are totally different 
companies, but hopefully with the 
same artist-friendly creative aesthetic. 
First time around albums sold huge 
amounts and at full price, so there 
was a good margin to play with when 
it came to marketing and the release 
plans. This time around we are not 
empire building, rather we want to 

stay small, creative and focused. We 
only sign and work with artists that 
I absolutely love, and that have very 
strong songs with distinctive vocals 
and layers of melody and harmony. We 
are attempting to be all about online 
and digital growth, and keeping the 
distance between the creator and the 
consumer as small as possible.
 
TW: Tell us about the artists you are 
now working with. 
KM: We have an amazing little roster 
of five artists. Obviously Temper 
Trap were the first and without their 
worldwide success we wouldn’t 
still be here. Their debut album 
‘Conditions’ sold just under a million 
copies worldwide and the single 
‘Sweet Disposition’ was a big hit. We 
also made sure that this was synced 
properly all around the world which 
really helped. We also have a great 
band from Silver Lake, Los Angeles, 
called Local Natives. They have just 
finished their second album for us, 
which is full of the most beautiful 
songs imaginable. Their first record 
‘Gorilla Manor’ sold about 70,000 ex-
USA, which was healthy, and the new 
one is being set up now and is out in 
January. They’re touring lots so check 
them out as they’re also great live. 

The third is Alt J, and that story 
is still writing itself, but they are all 
geniuses and Tav the manager is one 
of the best in the business. Fourth is 
a band I’ve been trying to work with 
for a very long time called These 
New Puritans. They had two amazing 
albums out through Domino, which is 
a label I love, and I have huge respect 
for [co-founder] Laurence [Bell]. We 
managed to arrange a ‘free transfer’, 
with Domino keeping the publishing 
and we are making their third album 
now for next March release. From 
what I’ve seen it’s going to be brilliant: 
they’ve been breaking and recording 
a lot of different thickness glass, have 
focused on different size gong sounds 
and the purity of the note, and last 
week were trying to record the sound 
of birds flying over a still lake early 
in the morning!  Last but not least is 
Cloud Control from Australia. We’re 
making their second album now and 

it’s exciting to be involved in the 
song-writing selection processes 
with them. 
 
Find out about Korda’s tips for aspiring 
artists and record label owners 
 in the full interview online at  
www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase

Few British record label execs 
can have had a career as varied 
as Korda Marshall - from working 
at a major record company in 
the 1980s, to running one of the 
country’s most successful indies 
in the 1990s, to heading up a 
major label in the noughties, to 
leading one of the most exciting 
independents of today. He’s 
worked with The Blow Monkeys, 
Eurythmics, Pop Will Eat Itself, 
Ash, Peter Andre, Garbage, Paul 
Oakenfold, Muse, The Darkness, 
James Blunt, Madonna, Gnarls 
Barkley, Green Day, Red Hot  
Chilli Peppers, Temper Trap and 
current Mercury nominees Alt-J. 

Infectious stuff… meet Korda Marshall

Get yourself a FREE wristband to City Showcase: London 2012 by registering online
exclusively available at www.thisweekguides.com/cityshowcase - you’ll need the password TWCS

Current Infectious bands  
Alt-J and The Temper Trap
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Getting started in music and the music   business
More than ever before, new bands in 2012 
have to make things happen for themselves. 
Even when artists ultimately aspire to sign 
to a label, they need to get things kick-
started before record companies will take 
interest. The good news is, that digital 
tools help with this process, though good 
songwriting, regular gigging and lots of 
persistence remain key. City Showcase has 
been discovering new talent and backing the 
best for ten years.  For this TW Guide we’ve 
tapped some of the experts taking part in 
the City Showcase: London 2012  workshops 
programme to get advice for new artists, for 
acts going it alone, and for people planning  
a career in the music industry. 

Ten tips for getting 
started from CMU

Complete Music Update, or 
CMU, is the biggest news 
provider to the UK music 
industry, reporting on 
music, music people and 
the music business every 
day via the CMU Daily and 
theCMUwebsite.com. 

CMU Insights is the 
research and training 
side of the operation, 
monitoring current 
trends and best practice 
in the music industry, and 
providing a series of one-
day training courses for 
people who work in music, 
including those at the start 
of their careers looking 
for a beginners guide, and 
experience practitioners 
who want to know about 
the latest changes and 
developments. 

CMU Business Editor Chris 
Cooke heads up Insights, 
and here he provides some 
tips for new bands just 
getting started. 

I run lots of workshops 
for new bands 
explaining how 
the music industry 

works – what a label 
actually does, what 

music publishing is, where 
the ‘sync’ word comes in and how the 
music media works. And despite all 
you might have read about the death 
of the record label, and how old school 
media aren’t important in the social 
media age, the one question every 
new band asks is this: how can I get my 
music in front of decision makers in 
the music industry and music media – 
A&Rs, agents, managers, bookers, DJs, 
journalists and heads of music. 

Well, there are a number of ways to 
do that – not least apply to play City 
Showcase: London 2013! – though 
whatever approach you take, you’ll 
need both persistence and luck. But 
there are a number of things you 
should be doing right now, before you 
even look up the name of the A&R 
scout at RCA or XL, or start stalking 
your booking agent of choice on 
Twitter, or leaving jiffy bags of goodies 
and music for George at Radio 1’s new 
HQ just off Regent Street. 

Some of these things might seem 
pretty obvious, but you’d be amazed 
how many new bands arrive in the 
inboxes of label execs and music 
journalists without these basics done. 
Which means that if you do all these 
things, you’ll have a head start once 
you finally get five minutes with an 
all important dream maker. So, here 
goes…

1. Write some good songs and get 
really good at playing them. Lots of 
guides for new bands don’t mention 
this, presumably because it’s a given, 
though when you listen to some of the 
music new bands post on SoundCloud 
and YouTube, possibly not! Obviously 
most of the truly great artists in history 
achieved their greatness by breaking 
all the rules. But more people achieved 
success by following some rules.

Be honest with yourself about your 
songwriting; try collaborating with 
and learning from other songwriters 
and producers; and try to find some 
trusted knowledgeable friends who will 
give you truthful feedback. And play 
as often you can, because that’s how 
you get good. If possible, play in front 
of an audience, and try to get as much 
feedback as possible. 

2. Get a good name and register your 
domains. It’s a nightmare choosing a 
band name these days, because there 
are so many bands out there, and 
nearly every decent domain name has 
gone. Plus you have to consider how 
well your chosen moniker will ‘Google’ 
(The The and A would not be viable 
band names in the internet age). Also, 
all bands are global these days, so if 
you pick the same name as a hip hop 
outfit in Melbourne, that will become 

CMU

CMU’s Chris Cooke moderates a panel of 
digital experts at City Showcase – check 
out this year’s programme on page 9
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As more artists self-
release their own early 
recordings, one challenge 
is getting your music onto 
the big download stores 
and streaming platforms. 
Zimbalam is one of the 
companies that can help 
artists do just that. Part of 
Believe Digital, Zimbalam 
is open to all artists, 
and has relationships 
with hundreds of digital 
services around the 
world, including iTunes, 
Amazon MP3, 7digital and 
Spotify. Zimbalam’s Chris 
Dyer (pictured below with 
his celebrity friends!) is 
one of the experts set to 
take part in Rise Above 
The Noise at the Gibson 
Guitar Studio on Wed 10 
Oct. Ahead of that, we 
sat down with Chris to 
find out more about his 
service. 

TW: Let’s start at the start, what 
does a ‘digital distributor’ do and 
why do self-releasing artists need 
one?
CD: They need a distributor to get 
their music from A to B in a digital 
world. A being their home or studio 
and B being the major music stores 
worldwide, such as iTunes, Amazon, 
7digital and major streaming 
services like Spotify.
 
TW: Tell us about Zimbalam – why 
was it set up and what services 
does it offer?
CD: Zimbalam was set up to make 
digital music stores accessible in an 
affordable way. You can release your 
music worldwide, or on a territory-
by-territory basis, for £19.99 for a 
single and £29.99 for an album. No 
extra charges, hidden fees and we 
give a lot of free tools for artists to 
use to promote their music.
  
TW: What digital platforms can you 
help artists get their music onto?
CD: iTunes, AmazonMP3, 7digital, 
Spotify, Deezer, Rdio, Napster and 
350 of the best download stores and 
streaming services worldwide.
 
TW:  Are you adding new services? 
Are there any recent additions of 
note?
CD: We are constantly improving 
and upgrading the free tools that 
we have available for artists to use, 
including daily sales reports from 
iTunes and Spotify, a player that 

has region-specific download store 
links, a Facebook player, iPhone 
app  and marketing tools. We have 
also recently launched our ‘Best 
Of Zimbalam’ Spotify Playlists and 
featured artist blogs, and we will 
be announcing new partnership 
integrations very soon. Our focus is 
on partnering with companies that 
will benefit our artists. One noteable 
recent addition is that artists can 
now choose to have us monetise 
the use of their music content on 
YouTube.
 
TW:  How do artists get to use your 
service? 
CD: It is available for everyone to 
use. They go to www.zimbalam.com 
and sign up for free.
 
TW:  Can users pick and choose 
which services they provide their 
music to, and/or which territories it 
is available in?
CD: Yes, they are completely in 
control of their release. They can 
choose which stores or platforms 
and which geographic regions that 
they wish to distribute to.
 
TW: How do artists upload their 
music and in what format?
CD: They sign up and choose the 
option to create a release. Our 
‘backstage area’ is designed to allow 
them to set up their release in an 
easy-to-use and straightforward 
way. They upload their music as high 
quality 16 bit WAV files at 44.1 kHz
 
TW:  What sort of money can artists 
make when they sell a track on 
iTunes or Amazon MP3, and how 
long does it take to get the money?
CD: Because Zimbalam is part of  
Believe Digital, we get competitive 
pricing returns on sales on behalf 
of our artists. We account to artists 
quarterly with payments to their 
backstage area, which they can then 
choose to withdraw at their leisure.
 
TW: There’s been a lot of talk about 
the money artists can make from 
streaming platforms – ie that it’s 
not enough! What sort of money 
can artists make if they are being 
played on Spotify, and how long 
does it take to get the money?
CD: There is a 17 year old girl called 
Lily Kirbey on Zimbalam, who is 
an unknown artist that records 

covers of well-known songs. She 
has been making regular Spotify 
income on a monthly basis. I think 
that the point it’s important to 
remember here is that this is one 
area that is constantly improving 
within the industry. Artists feel that 
their income is not substantial from 
streaming, but this is one further 
area for artists to make money. With 
changing technologies people are 
choosing how they wish to consume 
music. I don’t think streaming 
services are something to be afraid 
of.
 
TW: If a band owns their recordings, 
but not the ‘publishing rights’  
in a track – either because it’s 
a cover version, or because 
they have signed a deal with a 
music publisher – who pays the 
owner of those rights? Is that the 
responsibility of the artist?
CD: No, the stores and services 
we work with pay the so called 
‘mechanical copyright’, so that is not 
something for the artist to have to 
look after or worry about.
 
TW: What would you say separates 
Zimbalam from your competitors?
CD: The ability to upscale a release 
into Believe Digital, and to add 
Believe’s label service network to 
a release if it has been moved to 
Believe. We get daily sales reports 
from both iTunes and Spotify. And 
we don’t charge extra per store or 
have any hidden or annual fees.
 
TW: And what advice would you 
have for an artist looking to sell 
their own music online for the first 
time? 
CD: It’s a simple process and not 
something to be afraid of it. Tracks 
can be removed from stores as 
easily as they are released to them. 
I’d also recommend artists register 
with the collecting societies PRS 
for Music and PPL, and also learn 
as much as they can about the 
music industry and how to promote 
your music. Organisations like the 
Music Managers Forum offer useful 
courses, and panels like those in 
City Showcase: London 2012 can be 
invaluable Plus read the CMU, Music 
Week and Musically websites as 
often as possible. 

Find out more at www.zimbalam.com

INTERVIEWGetting started in music and the music   business
problematic much more quickly. But 
unless you’re a singer-songwriter 
planning on using the name your 
parents gave you, you’re going to need 
to pick a title to perform under. Make 
sure you do a good Google search of 
any possible names, to check they are 
not already in use. 

And do think about what domain 
name you will register for your 
website. It doesn’t have to be identical 
to your band name, but shouldn’t 
be too different. As soon as you’ve 
decided on a domain name, register 
it (it’s easy to do via a service like 123 
Reg and only costs £10-20). And try to 
get the same words as ‘slash names’ 
on key social media (eg if your band 
is called ‘Sign Us’, and your domain is 
www.signusmusic.com, then try and 
register facebook.com/signusmusic 
and twitter.com/signusmusic). And 
that brings us to this…

3. Set up at least a Facebook and 
Twitter account and use them. Social 
networking is compulsory for new 
bands these days – if only because 
agents, bookers and labels are going 
to want to know how many Facebook 
and Twitter followers you have before 
working with you. So get these set up 
asap and work out what kind of things 
you are going to post to each, and 
when. And also, if you’re a band, who’s 
going to take responsibility for keeping 
these things up to date. Which sort of 
brings us to this…

4. Write an agreement between 
bandmates. If you’re in a band, you 
ought to have a serious conversation 
at some point early on where you 
discuss at least three things: who is 
going to take on responsibility for the 
various aspects of band business, who 
is going to look after any money, and 
who owns any copyrights. 

The minute you write a song with 
lyrics two copyrights exist, one in the 
music, one in the words. By default 
they are owned by the composer and 
writer. If you record that song a third 
separate copyright exists in the sound 
recording. By default that is owned by 
whoever pays for the sound recording 
to be made. If your songwriting and 
recording sessions are a collaborative 
affair, you should really reach an 
agreement about who will own any 
copyrights, so there are no ambiguities 
if and when those copyrights are 
worth money. 

Any agreements should be 
written down. You don’t need a big 
long contract drawn up by a lawyer, 
a simple document that outlines 
what was agreed early signed by all 
members will suffice at stage one. 

5. Join PRS and PPL and register 
your music. The minute you create 
copyrights, if anyone else wants to 
copy or perform your work they owe 
you some money. That means if your 
song gets played on the radio, then 

you are due some cash. If someone 
else records a version of one of your 
songs, then you are due some more 
cash. And if you sing your own songs 
at a gig or festival, then the promoter 
of that event or owner of that venue 
owes you money as well (in addition 
to any performance fee they might 
have agreed with you). It might only 
be a few pounds, it might be quite a bit 
more, but you want to make sure you 
get it all. 

In most cases, when your songs 
or recordings are played in public, 
royalties are paid via the so called 
‘collecting societies’ – the Performing 
Rights Society for royalties due 
on your song copyrights (music 
and lyrics) and via Phonographic 
Performance Limited for your 
recording copyrights. If you don’t 
register with these organisations you 
won’t get paid – so join, and make 
sure you register all your songs and 
recordings with the relevant body. 
For song rights, it’s worth checking 
out services like Sentric Music, which 
simplify the whole process a bit. 

6. Gig relentlessly. Firstly, because this 
is how you’ll get better at playing. And 
secondly because this is how you build 
a fanbase. Social media is great once 
you have a couple of hundred fans – 
you can communicate with those fans 
daily, and encourage them to spread 
the word via their own social networks. 
But you are unlikely to get that initial 
fanbase online. So play live regularly, 
trying to move beyond just your local 
gig venue (gigging relentlessly in one 
place can backfire, because people 
might get bored of seeing you). 

Initially this will probably involve 
looking for open mic nights, offering 
to play at cafes and bars for free, and/
or staging your own gig night. But 
once you get a bit of momentum, 
look out for club nights with gig slots, 
apply to festivals that have new band 
stages, and network with other artists 
and bands who may know of other 
opportunities. Despite what you read 
about live music being where the 
money is these days, you will almost 
certainly lose money gigging at this 
stage (though once you’ve joined PRS, 
if you are singing your own songs 
you’ll get a little cash that way). At this 
point gigging is all about building your 
profile and fanbase. Make sure your 
band name and web address is visible 
on stage, plug your web address at 
least twice during your set, and have 
someone taking email addresses in the 
crowd. Make sure there’s an incentive 
for giving an email address – eg “give 
us your email, and we’ll send you a link 
to where you can download that song 
for free”. Which brings us to this…

7. Record an EP. Once you are gigging 
frequently you really need to get a few 
tracks online, so that if people hear 

cont over the page>>
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Ten tips for getting 
started from CMU
cont>> you at a gig, they can go home 
and find out more, and spread the 
word.  In the YouTube/Spotify age, 
most music fans expect to be able to 
hear a new artist before committing 
to buy any tracks, or even attending 
a gig. A four track EP is fine at the 
start – having four tracks really well 
recorded is so much more better than 
having ten badly made ones. These 
days decent recordings can be made 
at home if you have some technical 
know-how, so you don’t need to spend 
thousands on studio time. That said, 
it is worth getting these right, and 
if you’re not a budding bedroom 
producer it is worth speaking to 
slightly more established DIY artists 
and find out how they did it. 

8. Make sure your music is available 
everywhere once it’s recorded. I’d 
make it available to stream on both 
SoundCloud and YouTube (if you 
don’t have videos, put it on YouTube 
with a picture of the band). You can 
let people download your music for 
free if you want, but personally I’d 
let them stream everything for free 
via those websites, and offer one 
track for free download in return for 
an email address, but sell the rest. 
You probably won’t sell many, and 
of course people can always share 
copies with their friends for free, but 

it’s good to set yourself up as an artist 
who sells music early on. Services like 
Bandcamp and Reverbnation will help 
you sell your music direct from your 
own webpage, and there are other 
companies who will help you get your 
music into established download 
stores and streaming platforms. 
Zimbalam is such a company, and you 
can find out more about them on the 
previous page. If you are gigging, it is 
worth considering pressing up a few 
CDs to sell on the road – again, tapping 
slightly more established DIY artists 
for advice is a good way to go. 

9. Set up a website and mailing list. 
You will probably sign up more of your 
fans to Twitter and Facebook, and 
talk to them via those platforms, and 
share your music via SoundCloud and 
YouTube, but having your own artist 
website is still important. Blogging 
software like Wordpress can be used 
to create really good sites. On there 
you should have at least a way of 
signing up to your mailing list, links to 
social media activity, a SoundCloud 
player embedded, and all your contact 
info. Bandcamp and Reverbnation can 
provide lots of other widgets too – and 
if you have the time and skills, it’s 
good to have other content on there 
as well, though make sure it’s still easy 
for people to find the basics. 

10. And finally, have a great story and 
some great photos. Once you have 
done all this, you are ready to engage 
with the music industry and music 
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TW: You are releasing your new 
material through your own label AMP, 
what motivated that move?
L: After ten years in the music business 
it felt like the right move. It’s something 
I wanted to experience, and which I see 
as a big part of my development as an 
artist.

TW: What are the biggest challenges of 
setting up your own record company?
L: There is a lot of unknown. But I guess 
that’s what makes it interesting. Learning 
to go with your gut and learning that 
there is no right or wrong. It’s still very 
important to have a great team and 
people that you trust in.

TW: AMP is working with EMI on the 
new LP, why not go completely DIY?
L: You need someone to distribute 
the record. And you can never have 
enough expertise in anything you are 
doing. They don’t make the decisions, 
they consult with me and give me their 
suggestions so I can make the most 
educated choice. They have a wealth of 
knowledge and contacts and are a great 
team – that’s something that’s not to be 
sniffed at at all.

TW: What can we expect from the new 
record musically speaking?
L: Growth and good music. I feel it’s my 
best work lyrically and I’ve had a lot of 
fun making it.

TW: This is album number five, does it 
get easier or harder writing and making 
each record?
It gets a bit harder. Harder to find 
interesting ways of expressing yourself. 
But ultimately if you take your time you 
can deliver quality.

TW: You were one of the first successful 
artists to come out of one of the 
modern pop talent shows. What are the 
pros and cons of launching your career 
via TV shows like that?
L: The pros. You have an immediate 
awareness and fanbase that love you.
The cons. You have to go the extra mile 
to prove yourself as an ‘artist’ and you’re 
immediately in the deep end. And it’s 
very deep indeed. And very fast, which 
means you have to learn really quickly.

TW: With both ‘X-Factor’ and new BBC 
show ‘The Voice’ having less-than-
expected ratings this year, do you think 
the big TV talent shows are losing their 
appeal? 
L: Maybe slightly. But ultimately I don’t 
think they’re going anywhere for a while. 
They still have their viewers and Joe 
Blogs still gets an opportunity to change 
his life so… someone’s gonna watch 
every year for sure.

TW: What advice would you have for 
any aspiring new artists in 2012? 
L: Spend time developing your craft. I 

One of the first music stars to come out of the modern talent show format – 
in his case the BBC’s short lived ‘Fame Academy’ – Lemar has enjoyed a decade 
of success. He released four albums and a greatest hits with his original label 
Sony Music, but has decided to go it alone for his new fifth studio long player, 
‘Invincible’, which is released this month. In Conversation at City Showcase: 
London 2012, Lemar will discuss his decision to go this route, and the 
challenges and thrills it brings with it. And that conversation starts here…

Fully in control, Lemar is    invincible
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INTERVIEW
Morna Cook is the Senior 
Director of HR in the 
UK at Universal Music, 
the world’s biggest 
record company. This 
year at City Showcase: 
London 2012 Morna will 
be offering invaluable 
careers advice as part  
of the Finding The  
Future sessions at the 
Apple Store on Friday 12 
Oct. And to get things 
started, we threw 
some questions in her 
direction about pursuing 
a career in music. 

TW: Talk us through your own 
career, how did you start working in 
the music industry?
MC: I have always had a passion for 
music. Whilst at uni studying English 
and Psychology, I also promoted and 
ran a dance night, so have always 
had an active interest. Following uni 
I did a post grad in HR, and while my 
early HR career in Scotland was in 
banking, for the past eighteen years 
it has been TV, radio, fashion and 
music. I actually moved to London so 
I could work in the music industry. 

TW: What does your current role at 
Universal involve?
MC: As the senior director of HR in 
the UK I’m responsible for ensuring 
the company has the people who 
can rise to the challenges of our 
industry. From recruitment and 
finding the best new talent through 
to helping staff further their careers 
with training and development, as 
well as all of the day-to-day work you 
would expect – the team are geared 
for everything to enable the staff to 
work to the best of their ability.

TW: For someone at the start of 
their music business career, what 
kind of entry-level roles are there at 
a company like Universal, and how 
can those who aspire to work at a 
music company decide which are 
the best for them to pursue?
MC: There are entry-level positions 
across the whole business, from 
legal and business affairs to 
marketing and A&R. A number of 
entry level roles are part of our paid 
intern scheme. The twelve month 
paid intern programme is a great 
stepping stone into a full time job 
and it allows us to take candidates 
from the widest possible talent pool. 
Many of the interns know broadly 
what area that they would like to be 
part of, but don’t realise how diverse 
our business is. Don’t narrow your 
chances by being too specific about 
which department you want to get 
into. Your aim should be to get a foot 
in the door and gain experience, so 
don’t limit yourself.
 
TW: How are entry level roles 
recruited – and how do people find 
out about opportunities?
MC: Our website (www.Umusic.
co.uk) is the best place to find out 
about jobs, internships and work 
experience. In the ‘Working For Us’ 
section you can browse the positions 
we have available as well as being 
able to apply speculatively for any 
roles that may arise in future. Our 
labels also post jobs on Twitter and 
Facebook so make sure you are 
following @umusicuk as well as the 
labels. Beyond our site, industry 
publications such as Music Week 
and daily industry mailers like CMU 
and Record Of The Day often include 
opportunities for people of varying 
experience. It’s also worth using 
sites such as LinkedIn to build your 
network of industry contacts.

TW: What makes a CV stand out 
when you are recruiting for entry-
level roles?
MC: Your CV should detail not only 
your paid work history, but any 
relevant work experience, paid 
or unpaid, either with a business 

or projects you have undertaken 
yourself. You need to show the 
person looking at your CV that 
you are proactive, keen and have 
used your own initiative. Junior 
roles are often heavily admin-
focused, so don’t forget to include 
any experience in this area. A 
solid understanding of the digital 
landscape is obviously something 
we look for in all our potential 
employees, because it has changed 
what is possible so radically in all 
content industries. Most importantly, 
you have to show a genuine passion 
for music – it’s the one thing that 
ties everyone at Universal Music 
together.

TW: Does having some sort of music 
business qualification give you an 
advantage?
MC: Of course a music qualification 
can be an advantage, but only 
if the skills you’ve learnt can 
be demonstrated and you can 
show some kind of appropriate 
experience. The classroom can give 
a great foundation in the theory of 
the music industry but it will never 
be the same as getting stuck in.
 
TW: So how important is work 
experience?
MC: Any music-related experience 
is valuable, whether you’ve 
volunteered at a festival, done 
work experience for a small label, 
or worked on a blog or website in 
your own time. It’s always good to 
see work experience on candidates’ 
CVs. Volunteering to work shows 
not only that they are dedicated 
and proactive, but will also mean 
they have a better understanding 
of how things work in a practical 
sense. This will give you the edge 
over candidates who purely have 
theoretical knowledge.

TW: What would you say the 
advantages are in working within 
a big music company at the start of 
your music career, as opposed to 
working for a small label, promoter, 
management company etc?
MC: All of these are good places to 

start. You’re more likely to progress 
quickly and move between jobs at 
a big company, but on the flip side, 
a small company could well provide 
you with much more hands-on 
experience with artists and products. 
All experience is good experience. 
No matter the size of a company, we 
all share a passion for music.
 
TW: We’ve read a lot about how the 
music industry is suffering in recent 
years, is it harder to get a job in the 
music business these days? 
MC: There might be fewer jobs in 
the music industry overall but it’s 
worth remembering that people who 
work in labels tend to be talent-
spotters by nature, whether it be 
keeping an eye open for musicians 
or the executives of the future. So 
while there’s always been huge 
competition for jobs in our industry, 
it does tend to be that people with 
the right skills, determination and 
work ethic can still get their foot in 
the door. And don’t forget the “back 
room” jobs. It’s also worth pointing 
out there are opportunities to 
follow a profession within the music 
industry. The creative industries also 
need accountants, lawyers and HR 
professionals. These can be highly 
fulfilling careers for those who want 
to marry their passion with their 
chosen profession.
 
TW: Once you’ve got your first job in 
music, what can you do to enhance 
your career further?
MC: The music industry is forever 
evolving. Once you’ve got that 
foot in the door you need to stay 
well read and up-to- date with the 
changing trends that affect our 
artists and our business. That social 
network, digital music platform or 
piece of technology that you were 
an early adopter of could one day 
become the key marketing tool for 
an artist. Also, don’t stop networking. 
The people you meet at gigs and 
industry events could eventually 
become your colleagues. 

For more info about working at Universal 
check www.umusic.co.uk/who-we-are

think that’s what separates the men 
from the boys in the long term.

TW: And what specific advice would 
you have for any artist planning on 
self-releasing their work? 
L: I don’t think self releasing is the 
route for everyone. If you’re starting 
off… then gigging and practising is 
most important. If that leads to self 
releasing then by all means go for it. 
But working on building a fanbase and 
a good collection of material is the 
most important thing.

TW: Have you seen any changes in 
the music industry in the ten years 
since ‘Fame Academy’ – and are you 
optimistic or pessimistic about the 
industry’s future?
L: I’ve seen a lot of change. The 
internet has had a massive impact on 
the industry and the way people listen 
to, interact with and purchase music. 
I think initially it was a negative thing 
because it wasn’t controlled. That was 
nobody’s fault, it was just a learning 
process. Now it’s a very positive thing. 
It’s still something that’s in the process 
of being understood – but ultimately, I 
think it will end up in a good place.

Lemar will be in conversation at the Gibson 
Guitar Showroom on Fri 12 Oct. His new 
album ‘Invincible’ is out on 8 Oct – more at 
www.lemar-online.com

media. But before you do – remember, 
hundreds of new bands are contacting 
A&Rs and music journalists every 
day. Your music might stand out, but 
most people won’t get as far as even 
listening to it from a ‘cold call’ email. 
Everyone loves great stories, what’s 
yours? How did you start making 
music, how did you get to where 
you are now, what have you already 
achieved, and what drives your passion 
for making music? 
Don’t over-sell – because chances 
are you’re not the next Beatles / Pink 
Floyd / Nirvana / Radiohead (sorry!) 
- but show that you have personality 
and drive. And work out how to 
communicate all that in just a few 
sentences! Great pictures come in here 
too – it’s so worth spending a little time 
(and possibly a little money) getting 
some great photos, some posed, 
some of you playing live. Sharing on 
the social networks is getting more 
visual by the day, and great imagery 
can make an impact with the decision 
makers you are trying to reach too.   

And there you go – ten things to do 
before you even ask the question how 
do I get signed / onto BBC Introducing 
/ into NME Radar. But before even all 
that, don’t forget to sign up to CMU – 
www.theCMUwebsite.com/subscribe. 
In an ever changing music industry it’s 
important everyone stays in touch with 
what’s going on, and we’ll do that for 
you every day for free.  

Fully in control, Lemar is    invincible
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